At the usual time the patient went up to the hospital to be interviewed. On her return she told her sympathetic friends and relations that she had undergone great suffering, having had " instruments." Further inquiry elicited the fact that the instruments referred to were the " callipers," used for measuring the pelvis. Taking an " off-day " duty, I heard of a terrible operation the day before, which proved to be nothing more formidable than a douche.
We had an amusing adventure one night. We had been to a case in the afternoon and were paying our second visit. Marching down the area steps, we knocked at the door and went straight in to the case as we always did. Instead of our patient, to our amazement we found a place full of men, smoking and drinking. We had mistaken the street, and were in a lodging-house. My companion fled precipitately, whilst I, murmuring an apology to the gentlemen assembled, also hastily retired, inwardly convulsed, as the nurses with the baskets and their errand^are both well known.
Who does not know the small boy, who, with a broad grin, yells, " Got a biby in y'er basket, nuss," this being a fallacy they think well to uphold.
Poor babies. One sees the most beautiful children, and leaves them at the end of 10 days, knowing, alas ! that in a few months' time many of them will add to the everincreasing crowd who flock to the out-patient departments of our hospitals. It is rather depressing sometimes, but one cannot help but admire the kind-heartedness and philosophy of these people, careless and ne'er-do-weels though they may be. hospital, where the nursing is divided between many nurses, are not required when the entire charge rests with one nurse, who never need leave her patient unless she wishes to do so.
But the remarks I am about to make will appeal more to the matron not technically trained in nursing than to the trained nurse.
I have no desire, neither would I presume, to teach those of my own profession. I have no doubt that every trained nurse, when she leaves hospital and works independently on her own responsibility, adds her own ideas to what she has been taught, and if she has been a patient herself during a serious illness, many little points she can also look at from a patient's point of view; and I think it follows that she will find details, needful in a hospital, can without any bad effects to her patient, be discarded in the more homelike nursing of a school sanatorium.
Boys are naturally very reserved when ill, and excepting the " shammers," who are easily detected, they do not volunteer much information as regards their symptoms. Temperature often means nothing ; a highly-strung, "nervous boy will have a temperature of 103, and even more, with an ordinary headache, which an aperient and a night's rest will entirely cure.
Shamming.
It is always safe to give a boy an aperient when he makes a complaint, and I invariably seize the opportunity, even if there are no definite symptoms of its being required, as in nine cases out of ten the minor ailments of a boy are due to ?" tuck." Never leave a boy, who looks well, with a thermometer in his mouth, even for an instant. Boys have wonderful methods of causing the mercury to rise. For instance, if they are near the fire or a lamp they bring the thermometer in contact with the heat, or they fill their mouths with hot. water just before they know their temperatures will be taken. Sometimes they succeed to such an alarming extent that the fraud is immediately detected; but if the boy is clever enough to send the mercury up only one or two degrees, although there are no other symptoms of illness, he is generally given the benefit of the doubt, and so escapes school.
Boys have various reasons for " shamming." With some a dislike for work is chronic, but even with workers there occasionally comes a time when to escape school seems to them advisable. It may be a specially difficult lesson that morning which they have failed to prepare satisfactorily, or " impots " may be due which are still unwritten, and a day in the " San." will tide over the difficulty. Never accuse a boy of " shamming " unless you are certain of the fact; boys are most sensitive on this point if they really feel ill, and it is better to;give the boys the benefit of [,the doubt than to send one into school who is not fit to be there. It might not only lead to a serious illness, but would do much harm to the school and weaken the confidence which the authorities, the boys themselves, and the parents ought to feel in the matron. I never encourage " coddling " with an ordinary cold when there is no temperature. I find that a simple stock medicine, made up, of course, by the school doctor, a hot drink at bedtime, and a cup of good soup at the " quarter break " for a few days, is all that is necessary, and the boy will be stronger, both physically and morally, for not having given in.
Liability to Pneumonia. I find that among schoolboys the most common ailment of an acute nature to which they are liable is pneumonia. For the former, a day in bed with semi-starvation,, and the next day feeding up with plain wholesome food, is all that is necessary, and the boy is generally back in school on the third day. For the latter complaint, two or three days in bed, and then a tonic and a little extra " feeding up " for a week, is the usual treatment.
Never, as I said before, be alarmed at a boy's temperature as long as his pulse and respiration keep good and there isno localised pain ; I have had scores of boys whose temperatures, even in these short illnesses, have been 103? and 104? the first day or two.
For diarrhoea I always give a dose of castor-oil. This is a favourite disease with " shammers" until they know the remedy, and even then some will submit to it rather than face what they know awaits them in school. In this school, which is most healthily situated, tonsillitis is almost unknown, excepting with a few boys whose tonsils need attention.
(To be concluded.)
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